Board Certification Program
Stand out from the crowd by validating
your expertise
Understanding and mastering a product that drives incredibly potent
and far-reaching transformation within an organization requires
expertise. Designed to showcase this high-level of knowledge, the
Board Certification Program exists to formally recognize your ability
as a Board user.
With two levels of accreditation, taking you from
Practitioner to Professional, stand out
from the crowd with a certified
badge showcasing you
have the skills requisite
in using the #1 DecisionMaking Platform with
authority and pioneering
digital
transformation
solutions.

What does being Board
Certified mean?

Validate your
knowledge

Differentiate
yourself

Gain project
priority

The Board platform has a wide range
of capabilities covering multiple types
of business process. Check your
knowledge in all of the key areas by
taking our certification tests.

There are many skilled Board
consultants out there. Stand out from
the crowd by achieving certified status,
helping others to recognize that you
have the skills required to deliver
excellent project results.

We’re always searching for the best
talent to implement our transformative
projects. Help to put yourself in prime
position for project allocation with a
certified badge.

Which level is right for me?
There are two levels of certification to work towards. Attaining each one signifies your understanding and
experience of the Board platform to a certain level; from a familiar user (Board Practitioner) right up to a master
of the solution (Board Professional).

Board Practitioner

Board Professional

The Board Practitioner level of certification is perfect for
those who are newer to the Board platform.
A core understanding of the product and its underlying
technology, familiarity with the different elements and
options, and the ability to execute simple tasks are what it
takes to achieve the Practitioner badge.

The Board Professional badge is reserved for those who
have mastered, with experience, the three main elements
of Board delivery: data, visualization, and process. You’ll
need a Practitioner badge, hands on experience, as well
as sound knowledge of areas such as data modeling, the
Board architecture, the possibilities of the visual UI, and
best practices in business processes.

Achieved through:

Achieved through:

Online Exam
(1 hour, multiple choice)

Online Exam
(2 hours, combination of
multiple choice and open
questions)

Knowledge Evaluation
Interview

I’m interested: What do I do next?
Apply for certification

Ask the team a question

board.com/board-certification-program

certifications@board.com

About Board
Board is the #1 Decision-Making Platform, unifying Business Intelligence, Planning, and Predictive Analytics to help
organizations drive digital transformation across analysis, reporting, planning, and forecasting activities.

www.board.com

